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The 5’ termini of polyoma virus early region transcripts synthesized during the 
productive infection of permissive mouse cells by wild-type or tsa virus. and thosr 
expressed in a variety of transformed rodent cell lines. have been mapped on the 
viral genome. Results were obtained using the 8, nuclrase and primer extension gel 
mapping procedures. Principal 5’ ends of cptoplasmic polyadenylated mRNAs in 
evrry instance mapped between nucleotides 145 and 156 (numbering according to 
Soeda rt G/., 1980) in the DNA sequence. 17 to 28 base-pairs before the translational 
initiation codon for early proteins and 26 to 37 base-pairs after a sequence agreeing 
with the TATA box consensus. Our data implied a minimum of two different 
termini with this region of the genome. at, nucleotide 147 $2 and at 152 f2. The 5’ 
ends at 147 + 2 were particularly common in the mRNA overproduced after 
thermal inactivation of the large T protein at late times during infection. The 
sequences determining the principal 5’ t,ermini. unlike the analogous sequences in 
the closy~~ related simian virus 40 (SV40). are distinct from those involved in the 
viral orlgm of DNA replication. 

A number of minor alternative 5’ termini of cytoplasmic mRNAs. located I)oth 
before and after the principal 5’ ends. were also det’ec+d. Of those downstream 
from the principal termini, one at nucleotide 3OOf2 a-as prominent. Although this 
apparent 5 end is well within the early protein coding seque~~rc. it occurs at a 
posit,ion 31 f 2 base-pairs aft,er a second TATA box. The several minor apparent 5’ 
termini mapping upstream of the principal termini wcurrrd primarily in the 
vicinity of the highly conserved papovavirus DNA replication origin sequencr. This 
sequence includes a third TATA box. Two of the minor 5’ termini. at 14 + 2 and at 
2Ok2. were near the cnnsrnsus distance from this TATA box. but the others 
mapped within or before it. Early region mRNA extract,ed at la& times from the 
cytoplasm of cells infected with wild-type virus. or with tsa virus at the permissiw 
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tempvraturc~. \vas usually (but, riot invariably) c~llric~h(~d for KT\;A specie M ith 
apparent 5’ termml mapping in the replication origin rrgiou. as M PII as for town 
longer WAS. Such RN& were cwrrectly spliced and had the normal 
~)oI?-adc,n?Iatc,d 3’ ends. They were very minor it1 the cytoplasmic mRNA 
overproducrd after thermal inact,ivation of the large 1’ protein at lat8e t,irnes during 
infection. but the nuclear RX.4 from these cells comprised giant species with high]! 
hrterogenwus apparent, 5’ ends. including predominantly those in the origin region 
and othtlrs further upstream. Nuclear viral RICA from most transformed ~011 lincss 
lacked the giant species and had principal 5’ termini in the rltl45 to I.56 region Wcs 
consider two models to account for the prvsenc~’ of thtb lotlger mKSAs ill thts 
cytoplasm of inf&ed cells at lat)v timw duriup irlfection. Thts first postulat,es a shift 
in transcriptiorud initiat,ion sites to upstream positions Iwc:ausc~ of the repressor 
actiwl of the largtl T prot.ein. The secw~ld. which I\-<’ favour. proposes t.hat t.hv longer 
species 0cvu1 lw(3uw of illf~fticient. t.rallscril)tic,tial tvrminat ion, \\hic*h leads to 
transc*ription around the entire c%wlar genome ittld cw~srqur~ntly to the errtrtual 
accumulation of long cleavage product,s in th(L c~yt~oplasrn. 

LVv furt,hrr studied the rnRXAs expressed 1)~ thrctc, vial~le drlt+ion mutant,s 
(Kendip it c/l.. 1980) that lack all or part of thta st~clue~~~~~ determining thv principal 
5’ trrmini and the TATA Iwx that prwedw it. Thaw eftic~irntly synthesized Charlie 
wgion mR?;A with slightly or highly ht,terogrll(,ous 5’ 1~1s. Two of the mutants 
(dl-75 and dl-I 5) produced mRNAs with principal altjernatirc~ 5’ ends located 
slightly Iwforv or aft,vr t,hr drlrtions. The 5’ ends of thaw mutailt rnKS.4~ 
cwrrrspot~ded t,o those of wry miiwr transcripts of’ \vild-typty twnplates. Thrsc- 
results suggest that seyuenw information other t hait the T.-1’I’A 110x has a11 
import,arrt rote ill specifying thv approximate posit,iorl of mMN.4 5’ ends. 

1. Introduction 
The early region of polyoma virus DNA is a single transcription unit. determining 
three principal mRNAs (Fig. 1: Kamen et al.. 19SOh). These messenger RN.-\s 
differ in the location and extent of an internal region removed lyv R’NA splicing. 
hut share common 5’ and 3’ termini. k$‘e recently described t,he cloning and 
sequencing of partial complementary copies of the mR;lr’r\s. whic*h allowed precise 
assignments of the three different splice junctions (Treisman rf al.. 1983 ). 
Considerat~ion of available open codon reading frames permit’ted us to determine 
which messenger encoded each of the three known viral early prot~eins (Fig. I ). As 
the first st,ep in the identification of I)R’A sequence elements that comprise the 
early region transcriptional promoter, we now present the detailed mapping of the 
several ,5’ termini of t,he mRNAs wit,h respect to t,hr known viral DN.4 sequence 
(Deininger f/f al., 1979: Friedmann rt /I/.. 1979: Soeda rt (Il.. 19X0). 

We mapped the 5’ termini by three independent but complementary approaches. 
Two indirect, procedures. nuclcasc S, gel mapping (Berk & Sharp. 1977: Sollnw 
LVebb $ Reeder. 1979; K’eaver & Weissmann. 1979) and reverse transcriptaw 
primer extension (Ghosh it al., 19X&l), were used to compare cytoplasmic and 
nuclear transcripts from cells infected by wild-type virus or bp an early region 
t~emperature-sensitive mutant under different growth wnditions. The sensitivity of 
the indirect procedures also permitt,ed us to map awurat~ely the 5’ ends of viral 
transcripts in a variety of polyoma virus-transformed cell lines. These results art 
present,ed her?. ?r’o indirect. method, however. exactly det,ermines the first 
nucleotide of a transcript, or distinguishes (sapped from other 5’ t,ermini. This was 



FIN:. 1. Map of the principal pol~oma virus early region mKNAs. The 3 major spliced mItNAs are 
oriented around the standard phywal map of the viral genomie 1)N.k with map units (numbers inside 
the circle) and nucleot,ide numbers (outside the circle. Soeda rt nl.. (1980) numbering system) indicated. 
Splice site assignments are those originally predicted from S, mapping data (Kamen et <I/.. 1SXOo.h) and 
more rewntly confirmed by sequencing cloned cI)NA copies (Treisman rl nl.. 1981). The two (5’-32P- 
lalwlled. E-DNA strand, restriction fragments used as hybridization prohrs (see the text) are positioned 
wit.h respect t.o the physical map 

particularly important in the case of the polyoma virus early region transcripts, 
because the results obtained with indirect procedures suggested terminal 
heterogeneity. We therefore have further analysed directly the ends of (5’-?)- 
labelled viral RNA using the procedure described by Cowie et al. (1981): t’hese 
experiments will be presented separately (Cowie et al., 1982. accompanying paper). 
The principal capped 5’ termini localized by all three approaches mapped within a 
genomic region previously identified (Bendig et al.. 1980) as dispensable for 
productive viral infection or transformation. It was therefore important’ to analyse 
the 5’ ends of the early region mRNAs synthesized by several of the viable deletion 
mutants that defined this non-essential region. These experiments showed that. 
neither the Hogness-Goldberg TATA box, which usually occurs approximately 31 
bases before cap sites (for a review, see Breathnach B Chambon, 1981). nor the 
wild-type cap sites, are required for efficient viral early gene expression in GVO. The 
significance of this result in relation to similar findings with other transcription 
units (Grosschedl 8: Birnstiel, 198Oa,b: Benoist & Chambon, 1981: MeKnight, et al.. 
1981). and with regard to the identity of DNA sequence elements specifying 
t,ranscriptional initiation, will be discussed. 

2. Materials and Methods 
Much of the methodology used in our laboratory for t)hr study of polyoma virus 

transcripts has heen described in considerable detail (Favaloro ul ml.. 1980). Only further 
procedures an> presented here. 
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(:I) High-rt,.sottrfioti S, grl ttwppit/g rrsitlg .i’-ltrtwllrd. .sir~~tl~~~.sfnr~~rfc~ri vinrt r~s/ridio~r ,f’rtr!gtt/rt//s 

7’hra tnt~thod ~tstd c~volvc~l from the Wvavrr & Wrisstnatttt ( I!Yi9) modiiicittiott of thts I<ork 

K- Sharp (1977) prowdurt~. III a typical c~xpcritnettt 10 pg of purified ~tolyotntr virus I)N;\ 

(straitr .Q) \I as digrstchd to completion \vith taither rwtrictiott t’ttdotttt(.lt’Bs,, Hit/f I (Biol;tl)s) 

or IMpI (HRI,) using thr suppliers’ rc,~otrrtrtr,ttd(,(~ cwnditions. After c~xttwtiott \\ ith ~tttc~trc~l 

trrixturr~ (Favaloro ct rrl.. l!M). tl I(’ I)SA \I as rtv~ov(~r(~d Ity prc~c~ipitatiotr with c~thatrol. 

\\ ashc~l Faith 7.?“,, vthattol. atrd rr~dissolvcvi itt HO pl of distilled w;ttc,r to \\.hic*h wvrc’ adtic~l 

lOpI of IOX alkalino phospttattw I,uffi~t (IOOttt~~-‘rris,H(‘I (pH !+.3). IO IIIN 

sprtttidiw . HC’I. I mwE:I~I’A) iIttd IO pl of a solutiotr of c.alf itrtc3tittr~ it Ikalitro phos~)h;ttaw 

(4 utritjs!ml : Boohringw grade I). Aft,vr itrc~ttl)atiott ttt :I7 (’ for 30 tttitt. the* I)hosphatasts was 

ittwtiv;tttd at 65 1’ for 60 mitt. I)t~~~hos~,hor~I;ttt~tl rcsst,ric*tiott digwtiotts \vvrf stortvl at 

-20 (’ \\.ithottt furtht~r purifi~ttt~iotl. CVhc~tt wclttirc~d for 5’ lalwllitry. IO-p1 portiotts (I pg \,ir;tl 

IJSA) \\t’r(L tnixvd with 2 pl of IO x kittaw Ituffbr (4.50 tttw’l’ris~ HC’I (pH !a.;). 100 tnw.llg(‘12 
50 m~t~dithiothrt~itc,l . 5 tti~r-sy,c~rttiidittc~. HC’I. 0.5 trrnt-1Sl)T.A). 50 to 100 /LI of [y-“21’~.\‘l’l’ 

(K;ldio~hr~mic~;tl (‘vtrtrcv >5000 (‘i/tnmol. I trt(‘i/trtl itt XV’,, t~tttattol). I~~o~thilizt~tl to drytr13s. 

attd rtdissolrcd itr 20 pl of distilled \vtltvr. I’hapc~ ‘I’4 Itol~~ttttc~l~~oti(l(~ kitttrst, (8 to I.5 uttits, 

l’.l,. Kioc*ht~mic~als) was thott trtidt~i attcl. aticbr itt(attl)atiott for I It at :1i C’. th(h t,c~ac~tiott \\ as 

tt~rtttitratc~d lay additiott of 2 Jl-iitrirttottittttt tiwtatc~ (IO0 pl). l(K) tttw~II)‘I’A (4 pl) atttl IO ttrg 

yrast KS;\ c~itrric~r/ttil (2 pl). I’rotc~itt \vits rr~ttto~c~i 1,~. c~xtritc~tion I\ ittt pttc*ttc~l tttixturcs. t~trtl 

the lalwllcd I)Srl wits twovcwd from thus aquc~)us phttst’ I)? Itt”‘,.il)it;ttiott \vith c~thattol. .\ft(\t, 

rcsprwipitatiott from 0.3 wsodium ;Lwtatc (pH 5.3) attd \vashing itt 7.5”,, cxt htrtrol. it u its 

dissolved in I4 pl of drtratur;ttiott I~ttffbr (.llaxattt & (:ill)l~r.t. l!MO: :W,, (v .I ) 

dit~~rt~h~lsulphoxi~i~~, I mcEII’I‘A (pH i..;). OGi”,, (\v:v) xylt~t~c~ cyat~ol. 03E0,, (II :v I 

ltromphrtrol l~lw) to which IV:I,S tht,tt added it further 6 pl of rtttdilutc>d dintc~tJ~~lsulphoxi~it~ 

‘I’htt I)NA \vits dt~ttatured at !W C’ for 2 to 3 tttiti iittd t1ic.n Iottd~~i ittto :I 2 c-111 slot on a pi’,‘-t’ittt 
strand st~paratiotr gol (0.X ttim x 23 cm X 4:s c*ttt) c~orit;ritrittg .i”,, (U Iv) ac~r~latniti(~‘tnt~th~lt~tt~~ 

l~isa~r~lattiid~~ (.%I : I \I /iv, pr(~patwi its tl(writtc*ti II\, ~l~rxtttrr & (:iltwrt. I!MO). ‘I’tic~ 

c~otti~~lt~trtr~trt~r~ strands of both ttitl ~iO~~-tittc~l~~otitic~ Ill~f.1 attcl thcx IO4~l-tttt~~I~~otitlt~ Ih/r, I 

fragmcwts us& as hyltridizatiott prolws (star Fig, I ) styaratt.tl ~(~11 aftclr (~l(~c~tro~tt~(~rt~sia at 

300 to 400 \’ for 24 h. Hybridization of 1)SA c~tutvti from tttc> g!csls ~5 ith ;tsytrttnvtric* pc~lyc~trra 
virus c~otn~~lt~tnt~ttt;tr~ RNA (Ii am(‘tt vt t/l.. I!Gti) d~~tttottstt~;itc~d that tttc, slobv(ir tnigratitrg 

strand of wvh of tttcws fragtttc~ttts K~LS ttrc E-I)S;\ stratttli-. ‘I’hrL yichlcl of It~l)c~ll(~tl I)K.\ 

fragmcwt ~1 as ttc~rttrally IOh to I ..5 X IO’ disittts~tttiti It,‘t’ aitt~lt~-s;tr:tttdt,d t’tXgtttc~ttt 

c~orrc~sl,ottditt~ to a spw. act. of I500 to 2400 (‘i/nittiol 5’ cstttl (ttpprox. .iO”,, of tht~orvtic21 

tnaxitnum) 

Hyl)ridizat~iotts trt~ti St ttwI~~ws(~ digcbstiotts wr(* its Itt’t*viousl>- tl~w~ril)c~d (I~‘av~tIot~c~ /t /r/.. 

1980). c,xcvftt that tht, attttcalittg tc~trtpt~rtttttrt~ ~vas 30 (‘. thus ttttrtcvtlittg tirtrcs ~‘as I;! to Iti II. 

attd tht, St digestions \vt’re tiormally for 2 h at IL? (‘. S,-rfbsistattt 1)S.A I)roclttc+s w’t’t’ 

frwtiottatt~d on Tic),, or I P,, (I!) I (\\ !n ) ttc~r~l:rtnid~~:ttt~~~tt~~l~~tt~~ I)is;tc,r!.latttid(,) ttiitt 
;Ire;r:‘I”tl~ac.r~l~uii~i(~ paIs ((b3 mm x 23 cm x 43 cm : Sattgc*r & (‘trulscttt. I!UX) afttst 

dt~tutt~uratiott in thv formatnidt~ I)uffGr t~wcl for 1)N.A sqtt~~tt(.ittg (Jlttxktttt R ( :illwrt. I!bXO). 

321’)-lal~t~llt~d 1’~ 1)N.A /Mf,I fragtttcwts. or st~t~plt~s of that Size tnarktlrs ustd wow tsithw (-5’. 

hybridization problv rattdotttly c~l~~a\-c~i Iwfow ptirittcb tvsidttw (.\laxattt & ( :ill)csr.t 1980). 
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dithiothreitol and 66 mM-KCI. This solution was diluted to a final volume of 30 ~1 containing. 
in addition, 8 mM-Mgcl,, @2 mM each deoxynucleotide triphosphak and 19 units of avian 
myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase (a gift from Dr J. W. Beard). After incubation at 
3i%! for 1 h, the reaction was terminated by addition of EDTA to 10 mM. sodium dodecyl 
sulphate to 010,0, ammonium acetate to 1 M and 10 pg of Carrie: yeast RNA. Protein was 
extracted with phenol mixture, and the nucleic acids were preclpltated from the aqueous 
phase with ethanol. Subsequent analysis by polyacrylamidr/urea gel electrophoresis was as 
described above for SL nuclease experiments. 

3. Results 
(a) The principal 5’ terrnini of poolyorm virus early region mRXAs 

Expression of the polyoma virus early region (Cogen, 1978; Kamen el al.. 
198Oa,b), and that of the closely related simian virus 40 (SV40: Tegtmeyer et al.. 
1975: Reed et al., 1976; Alwine et al., 1977; Khoury & May, 1977), is negatively 
regulated by one of its gene products, the large T protein. During the early phase of 
productive infection (conventionally defined as that period preceding the onset of 
viral DNA replication), the predominant nuclear RNA species are E-DNA strand 
transcripts, which are the precursors of early region mRNAs ; similarly, only these 
messengers are detectable in the cytoplasm (see Tooze (1980) for a review of viral 
transcription in the lytic cycle). During the late phase of productive infection. 
which follows the onset of viral DNA synthesis, transcription of the complementary 
L-DNA strand becomes increasingly dominant,. At 30 hours post-infection, there is 
at least ten times more late than early region cytoplasmic mRNA. The strong 
differential expression of L-DNA strand transcript,s is, at least in part, caused by a 
regulatory activity of the large T protein. Thermal inactivat,ion of altered forms of 
this protein containing temperature-sensitive mutations derepresses E-DNA 
strand transcription (Cogen, 1978). Within a few hours after a shift from t’he 
permissive to the non-permissive temperature, the abundance of early region 
mRNAs in the cytoplasm approaches that’ of the late messengers (Kamen rf al.. 
1980a.h). The repressor activity of purified SV40 large T protein has been 
demonstrated directly using transcription syst’ems in ritro (Rio of a,l.. 1980: Myers 
et al., 1981 ; Hansen et al., 1981). 

We exploited this regulatory system to obtain cytoplasmic polyadenylakd RSA 
enriched for viral early region transcripts. Mouse cells were infected with the large 
T protein mutant tsa (Fried, 1965) and, after 36 hours of growth at the permissive 
temperature, the infected cult’ures were shifted to the non-permissive temperature 
four hours before harvesting and RXA extraction. Growth at the permissive 
temperat,ure allows viral DNA replication to occur. amplifying the transcriptional 
templates. The subsequent incubation at the non-permissive temperature 
inact,ivates t)he repressor activity of the large T protein, resulting in the rapid 
accumulation of early region mRNA in the cytoplasm. We refer to such 
preparations as tsa shift-up RNA. 

The .?’ ends of polyoma virus early region mRNAs were localized on the viral 
gcnomr, in the first. instance. by high-resolution nuclease S, gel mapping. The 
RNAs were hybridized to t,wo different. single-st,randed. (:i’-32P)-labelled. viral 
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DNA restriction fragment probes. The map positions of the Hirzfl and n&I probes 
used are indicated in Figure 1. After nuclease S, digestion. the resulting hybrids 
were denatured and the protected single-stranded DNA products were fractionat*ed 
on polyacrylamide/urea gels. Lengt’hs were determined either from mobilities 
relative to DNA markers of known size or, more precisely, by comparison with the 
product)s of partial degradation of a portion of the hybridizat)ion probe by the 
purine-specific reaction of chemical DNA sequencing (Maxam & Gilbert. 1980). 
Dat’a obtained with the HinfI probe are shown in Figures 2,5 and 6: those obtained 
with the n&I probe are in Figure 4. 

Two major S,-resistant DSA products were obtained after hybridization of txa 
shift-up mRNA to the HinfI DXA probe (Fig. 2(a), tracks 1 t,o 3). These had 
lengths of approximately 245 and 235 nucleotides, but, inspection of the original 
films clearly indicated that each “band” comprised a group of products with single 
nucleotide spacing. The mRSA extracted from tsa-infectred cells gro\vn 
continuously at the non-permissive temperature (Fig. 2(a), track 6) yielded a 
similar result. By contrast, the mRNA from wild-type-infected cells yielded 
predominantly the shorter of the two sets of DR’A products whether the cells were 
grown at) 37°C’ (Fig. 2(a), t,rack 4) or at 39°C (Fig. 2(a), track 5). The yuantities of 
mRNA used in t’his experiment were adjusted to obtain approximately equal 
protection of the DNA probe% compensating for the difference in abundance 
bet’ween early region mRKAs from wild-type and tsa virus-infect’ed cells (see t’he 
legend to Fig. 2). 

The same principal S,-resistant products were obtained when increasing 
amounts of polyadenylated RNA purified from the polysomes of tsa shift-up cells 
were annealed to the HinfI probe (Fig. 2(b)). Th t e ,and designat,ed X in this and 

subsequent Figures is an artifact caused by incomplete nuclease digestion. It can be 
eliminated preferentially by use of higher enzyme levels (cf. Fig. 6. tracks 1 to 4). 
\Ve attribute its occurrence to t’he DKA probe folding back on itself to form a short 
st)retch of imperfect DIVA-DNA duplex extending the correct lengt,h of a DP\‘A- 
RSA hybrid. The significance of other minor S,-resistant products, particularly 
apparent in t’he overexposure of the gel patt’ern shown to the right of Figure 2(b), is 
considered separately in section (b), below. 

Alignment, of the principal S,-resistant products with the known viral DNA 
sequence. as shown in Figure 2(b). indicated that major 5’ termini mapped at 
nucleotides 145 to 150 and at 150 to 155. using the numbering syst,em proposed b? 
Soeda et nl. (1980). This is some 20 bases before the initiation codon thought t’o be 
used for translation of all three viral early proteins (Fig. 2(b)). These approximate 
assignments were confirmed by the results of the primer extension experiments 
shown in Figure 3. With a primer DNA fragment labelled at the same H%?/fl site as 
the probe used in the S, nuclease experiments. a pair of extension produc%s with 
lengths indistinguishable (within the accuracy of t,his measurement) from the S,- 
resistant products were obtained with tsa shift’-up mRNA (Fig. 3, track 2). 
(‘orrespondingly longer extension products were found using as primer a fragment 
labelled at a IMeT site 55 bases downstream from t,he Hi?lfI sit,e (Fig. 3. tracks 8 
and 8’). Note t)hat no product corresponding to band ?i in Figure 2(b) was seen in 
t)he primer extension studies. 
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To localize the principal 5’ termini more accurately, we used a DNA probe (the 
11&T fragment indicated in Fig. 1) with a (5’-32P) label much closer to the expected 
positions. We found a bimodal distribution of products with single nucleotide 
spacing (Fig. 4, track 3). While it is possible to specify precisely from this 
experiment the sites of S, nuclease cleavage, exact assignments of mRNA 5’ ends 
cannot be made because of the ragged DNA 3’ end of one to five bases normally 
observed after S1 nuclease digestion (Sollner-Webb & Reeder, 1979: Weaver & 
Weissmann, 1979; Hentschel et al., 1980). The data with tsa mRNA (Fig. 4. tracks 
3. 4 and 8) strongly suggest, however, that there must’ be at least two alternative 5’ 
ends at nt147 +2 and at 154+2. mRNA from wild-type-infected cells grown at 37°C’ 
or 39°C (Fig. 4, tracks 1 and 2) apparently had much less of the 5’ end at nt.147 + 4, 
in agreement. with the HinfI results discussed above (Fig. 2(a), tracks 4 and 5). In 
this experiment (Fig. 4, tracks 5 to 7) we also include results obtained with mRNA 
extracted from tsa-infected cells after only 12 hours of growth at 32”C, well before 
viral DNA replication or late region transcription can be detected. The low 
abundance of viral sequences in this preparat,ion necessitated the use of rather large 
amounts of RNA in the annealing reactions. The pattern of S, products closeig 
resembles that of tsa shift-up mRNA (compare tracks 7 and 3), but the lengths of 
t’he products corresponding to termini at nt154+2 increased by about two 
nucleotides with increasing RNA level (tracks 5 to 7). A similar effect was obtained 
with tsa shift-up RNA by lowering the S, nuclease levels (data not shown). This 
suggested that the n&ease, under our standard digestion conditions, removed 
some of four rA-dT or rU-dA base-pairs from nt.153 to nt156 at, t.he ends of the 
hybrid structures (see the sequence in Fig. 4). implying that the act,ual prinripal 5’ 
end might be the A residue corresponding to nucleotide 153. 

Several conclusions can be inferred from the data presented thus far. The 
principal 5’ ends of polyoma virus early region mRXAs oc(hur approximately 26 to 
37 base-pairs, 3’ to a T-A-T-A-A-T-T-A sequence (ntl2O to nt127 : see Figs 2 and 4) 
t,hat strongly resembles the Hogness-Goldberg box consensus of T-A-T 
A( A/T)A(T/A) (Breathnach & Chambon. 1981). The terminal microheterogeneit\ 
suggested by our results has also been found for other viral (Baker & Ziff. 1981 : 
Kahana rt al., 1981 : Haegeman Rr Fiers. 1980: Ghosh & Lebowit’z, 1981) and 
cellular (Malek et al., 1981; Gretz cf al.. 1981) genes that have TATA boxes. 
(‘uriously. when early region transcript.ion is derepressed at late times by the 
inactivat,ion of the large T protein. the distribution of 5’ t)ermini among the 

Flc:. 3. 5’ End mapping by wverse transrriptasr primrr tsxtcwsion (.~‘-321~)-lal,t~llrd viral 1)S.A 
frltgmrnts berth hybridized to mRNA and rxtrndrd with avian myeloblastosis virus TCVC~S~~ 
transcriptaw as drwribrd in Materials and Methods. The vxtrwsion products wre frwtionatrd on .501, 
I)ol!ac~lamidc,/urea grls. Tracks I to 7. c~xtrnsion of the KIINA strand of the Hinfl to M/XII I 1)X.A 
fragment from ntSF;R to nt267 (approx. IO.oMl disints/min per sample). annralrd to carrier RS.4 alc~nc 
(tracks 1, 3 and 5). or to 5p.g of tua shift-up mRNA (track 2). dl 17 mRS.1 (trwk 4). dl Z-19 mKSA 
(track 6). and dl 75 mRNA (track 5). The 3 short extension products seen in the carriw only tracks 
presumably wsult from self-priming. Track 8 extension of the E-1)S.A strand of the DdrI fragmrnt frclrn 
nt443 to ntXi0 (approx. 30.(XX)disints/min) annralrd to O-.‘,pg of tsa shiftbup mRS.4. Trac*k H’ is H 
shorter rxposm~ of track X to show t,hat thca 295.nurlrotide baud is a doublet. Lengt.hs of I)drl marker 
fragmrnts are indicated to the right in (a) and to thv Itaft in (h). (‘al~~ulat.t~~ Iwgths of rxtrnded prinrrrs 
arr indicat.rd with arrows. 
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alternat,ive positions appears to change in favour of those at nt147 &X. closer to t.he 
TATA sequence. 

Several S,-resistant DR’A products other t,han those mapping the principal 5’ 
ends in the nt145 to ntl56 region of the genome were consist’ently found. The more 
abundant of these are discussed in this section: consideration of the others is 
deferred to sect’ion (e). below. 

In experiments using the /fir/f1 probe (Fig. I(h). tracks 1 to 3: cf. also Fig. X(a). 
mRNA track) a group of products approximately 90 bases long was found w&h 
every m RN.4 preparation examined. whether’ wild-type or mutant. These would 
tnap a 5’ cxnd at nt300f 2 in the DSA sequence. The reverse transcriptase primrt. 
extension experiment shown in Figure 3 (t’rack 8. t,he 14%nucleotide band) 
confirmed t)hat this was a 5’ end rather than a site of internal S, cleavage. 
Inspection of the preceding DKA sequence revealed (‘-A-T-A-T-&=\ (ntd70 to 
nt276) at the usual dist,an(ze for a Hogness-(:oldbrrg box before a cap sit,e. RSAs 
starting from this alternative site would lack the initiation codott (which is at nt.173 
to nt,I75) believed to be used for translation of t,he early proteins. They could. 
however. encode truncated polypeptides not’ detected thus far. The recovery of 
minor RNAs with this 5’ end from polysomes (Fig. 2(b)) indicates that it would 1~ 
worthwhile to look for such proteins. 

Exprritnents with tsa shift6up mKSA preparations also generatrd very minor 
S, -resistant, DSA produc%s longer than the princ+pal ones. These include a cotnplt~x 
set of I)SA products t,ha,t would map at least nine 5’ ends between ttt5230 and 
nt526O (Fig. 2(b). particularly the darker exposure of track I . where the RSA \vas 
in excess rrlat,ivcb to the probe 11X.4 : see also faint bands near thr t)op of the ye1 
shown in Fig. 1. tracks 3 and 4). The locations of these ljutativc 5’ ends can t)e 
deduced more accurately from the gels shown in Pigurta 12. and are indicated in 
Figure 11. There was also RXX that protected nearly the full length of the lii~f’l 
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probe (Fig. 2(b), dark exposure). indicating that there a.w further minor specic~s 
with 5’ ends ext,cnding to unidentified positions within thr late rrgion of t)he genomr 
(see Fig. 1 ), Efforts to locate t,hese positions with thr IMrl probe (Fig. 1). which 
wntains more latr region sequence (cf. Fig. 1 ), ucw unsucv3sful bwausr of K?l;.A- 
R,iYA annealing bet~wwn the minor long early RNA4s and the 5’ portions ot 
abundant but c$omplemtwtary late region transcripts. Such K,S;\- KIT-4 partial 
duplexes. in S, mapping experiment#s, generat,e S, -resistant, I)SA products. which 
we ha,re previously t,ermed shadows (Favaloro rt nl.. 1980). The origin of shadows is 
illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 5. If the 5’ ends of the minor long earl) 
mKSAs overlap the 5’ ends of more abundant late mRNAs. the region of RN.4 
RK\;X duplex t,hat forms during t,he annealing rea,ction pw\ents the “2t’-labrllwl. 
single-stranded DSA F u-o )e from hybridizing up to t.hc 5’ end of’ it.s RX.\ 1 
c~omplement (SW Fig. 5). Because RNX-RNA duplexes are more stable than 1)X .A 
RXA hybrids, the -triple component, structurc~ shown in the diagram is high]! 
favoured. S, nucteasr digestion of this structure generates a lIS.3, producat that 
extends from the 32P-labetled 5’ end of the probe to a position cMwminrd I)>, tht, 5’ 
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end of the late RNA strand of the hybrid, rather than to the position of the 5’ end of 
the early mRNA that hybridized to the probe. We therefore identify this product 
as a shadow of the late mRNA 5’ end. Its detection would clearly demonstrate the 
occurrence of an early mRNA that overlapped the 5’ end of the late mRNA, but its 
Idhgth would not position the 5’ end of this early RNA. In order to distinguish 
shadows from DNA products mapping 5’ ends of RNAs complementary to the 
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probe DI;A strand. it is necessary to separately hybridize both strands of the DNA 
probe to the RNA sample. An example of such an experiment is also shown in 
Figure 5. Here we annealed the E and the L-DNA strand of the H&f1 probe (see 
Fig. 1) t,o tsa shift-up RNA (tracks 1 and 2) or to RNA from wild-type virus- 
infected cells harvested 30 hours post-infection (tracks 3 to 6). The results obtained 
with the E-DNA strand (tracks 1 to 4) are equivalent to those shown above in 
Figure 2. With the L-DNA strand probe (tracks 5 and 6), we detected only t,hree 
relatively minor DNA products (the smallest is best seen in track 10). These map 
the 5’ ends of lat,e mRNAs closest t.o the early region at nt5169 to nt5172, nt5150 to 
nt5153 and nt5128 to nt5129 (Treisman, 1980). The several major 5’ ends of lat,e 
mRlZ’As are further from the early region (Cowie et rtl.. 1981) and are not. det,ected 
with the HilzfI probe, either because t.hey occur beyond it or t.oo close to the 5’ label 
t.o form nuclease-resistant hybrid. We can conclude from the experiment shown in 
Figure 5 that there are no 5’ ends of late mRNAs closer to the early region than 
nt5lXO t.hat are sufficiently abundant to cast shadows. However. we would expect 

t,o detect them beyond nt5170. W’e also include in Figure 5 similar cont,rol 
experiments for RNA extracted from cells infected with two of the viable deletion 
mut,ants (t,racks 7 to 10) discussed in section (e), below. 

Returning to our discussion of the localization of the 5’ termini of the minor 
longer mRNAs detected in tsa shift-up RSAs, we infer that with the lldeT probe 

(Fig. 4, track 3), the longest S,-resistant product, (apparently mapping a 5’ end at 
approx. nt5075) is a shadow of t.he 5’ end of the repeated leader unit (Treisman. 
1980) present, at. the beginning of each late mRSX: similarly. t,he two faint,er bands 
below the longest one on t,his gel are shadows corresponding t.o t.he late mRSX 5’ 
ends det,ected in Figure 5. track 6. We can therefore eonclude from these 
experiments only that some minor RSX molecules ha.ve 5’ ends that ext.end into 
the late region of the genome. 

Early region mRXAs with 5’ termini mapping upstream of the principal ones 
w’ere always very minor in tsa shift-up mRNA preparations. Indeed. they were 
detected in S, experiments only under conditions of relative RSA excess (Fig. 2(b). 
track 3) and were not apparent in other experiments (Fig. 2(b). track 1 : Fig. 6. 
t.racks 1 to 4. 11 and 12) where band intensity was proportional to RNA abundance 
because t,he probe DSA was in excess. Hy cont,rast. early region polyadenylated 
RX&A extract,ed at 30 hours post-infection from the cytoplasm of cells infected with 
wild-type virus was commonly enriched for RSA with the upstrea.m 5’ termini 
(Fig. 6, tracks 5 to 8), as was the RNA from tsa-infected cells harvested after 36 
hours at 32°C’. just before the temperature shift (Fig. 6. tracks 9 and 10). We 
established by the two-dimensional S, gel mapping experiments shown in Figure 7 
(see the legend for a det,ailed description of these and their interpret’ations) that. at 
least a substantial proportion of the longer RN& were correctly spliced and had 
the normal polyadenylated 3’ end. The possible origin and significance of these 
RX.4 species is considered further in t.he Diseussion. We not.e here, however. tha,t 
among a large number of RSA preparations made in his laboratory during the past 
few years. the yield of the longer species has been rather variable. and indeed in 
some preparations of late RSA from wild-type cells harvested at 30 hours post- 

infection these RNAs were minor (for example. Fig. 5. tracks 3 and 1). 
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(c) Thr 5’ termini of nuclear RX.4 molecules 

“05 

Nuclease S1 gel mapping experiments similar to those already described were 
also attempted with nuclear RNA. At late times of wild-type infection, there is such 
a large excess of continuous transcripts of the entire L-DNA strand that RPL’A-m 
RNA self-annealing effectively prevents detection of E-DNA strand transcripts 
(Fig. 8(b), tracks 4 to 7; cf. Kamen et al., 1974). At very early times of infection, 
there was too little viral nuclear RNA for fine-structure St mapping experiments. 
Useful results, however, were obtained with tsa shift-up nRNA, because under 
these conditions transcription of both DNA strands occurs at similar rates. The 
data shown in Figure 8 reveal significant quantitative and qualitative differences 
between tsa shift-up nRNA and mRNA. We were surprised to find that very 
similar amounts of S,-resistant DNA were obtained with 01 pg of total nuclear 
RNA (nRNA track in Fig. 8(a)) and 0.3 pg of poly(A)-selected cytoplasmic RNA 
(mRNA track in Fig. S(a)). More extensive quantitation of the S,-resistant DNA 
produced as a function of RNA concentration (data not shown), after correction for 
the relative recovery of cellular RNA in the total nuclear and cytoplasmic 
polyadenylated fractions, demonstrated that there was at least ten times more viral 
nRNA than polyadenylated cytoplasmic mRNA. This result did not reflect 
inefficient polyadenylation, because virtually all of the viral cytoplasmic RNA was 
recovered in the polyadenylated fraction. The predominant S, products obtained 

30 h. hybridized to the Kpnl-1 DSA fragment; transfer annealed to 3’l’-lahellr~d L-strand I)NA (c1)N.A 
wmplrmentary t,o asymmetric cRSA; Favaloro rt cl/.. 1980). ‘l’htb pattern is the same as in (a) (except 
for the spot along the diagonal abovr spot a. which corresponds to unspliced RXA). (‘omparison of (a) 
and (I)) drmonstrates that all transcripts detected \1err complementary to the E-I)Nrl strand and, 
further. that the mRX.4 overproduced by inactivation of large T protein have the samtl structures as 
thaw synthrsized in the absrnw of largca T protein before the initiation of I)NA wplic~ation. (c) mRNA 
prepared at a late time during infection hybridized to full-length linear I)NX clt~avc~d by restriction 
rndonuclense By/I at a point (nt93) about 65 nucleotideu upstream of the map positions of the principal 
5’ twmini of mRNAs (see line diagram) synthesizrd undrr tsa shift-up conditions. The, pattern uxs 
visualized with 32 I’-labelled L-strand I)NA. Thr features of interest. in comparison with the results in (a) 
and (b). are the 2 spots. c” and d”. just above and to the left of spots c and d. Thew additional spots 
represent longer alternative 5’colinrar segments of normally spliced mR;h;As. Thr lengths of products I.” 
and (1” (some 50 nuclrotidrs longer than corresponding products c and d) suggest that they c~xtvnd from 
thP Hgll site to the splice joins. Tht, experiment shown in (c) used RNA from wlls infected with viaI)Iv 
dvMon mutant dl 23 (map position sho\vn in thv lirw diagram: (iriffin & Maddock. 1979) twwusr the 
pattt,rtr obtainrd was particularly photogenic,. Howvrr. thr same wsults wtw ohtainrd with RN.\ 
~~xtmcted at lat,e times during infection from ct~lls infwt,ed with u ild-type virus and haw nothing t,o do 
with the deletion mutation. This point is provrd in (d) and (tt). (d) mRS.4 from tsa-infwtrd cells grew II 
at thr p~~rmissirr temperature for 37 h, hybridized to h’p,,l-I DSA: thr probe was nick-translated viral 
I)S1\. Spots (8’ and d’ corrrspond to 5’ colmrar segments of small and middk ‘I’ mRNAs (c’) and large ‘I 
mRNAs (d’) some 150 nuclrotidrs longer than t,hosr represtantrd 1)~ cx and d. (‘omparison of this result 
u ith that shown in (c) (spots c” and d”) proves that I)SA products c’ and d’ rxxtmd across the Hgll sitI>. 
((3) mRNA from \vild-type virus-infected vrlls gr~nw at 37’ C” for 30 h. hyln%iizcd to Kpt/l-I 1)S.A: thv 
prolw hen* was x nick-translated plasmid containing viral rrstriction frapmcnt Sstl-2 (nt.4341 vlwkw iw 
to the site at nt569 shown in t,hr lint, diagram. including only the wqurncrs c~omplt~mrntary to 5’ portion 
of the rarly wgion). Spots c’ and c. corresponding to altrmatiw 3’ segmrnts of small plus middlr ‘I 
mRNAs. and d’ and d. corresponding to thaw of large T mRSAs. are apparent. The dvttvtion of thrw 
spots with the SW-2 protw confirms thr map positions ahown in the linr diagram : notta that tht 3 
wlinraar portions of the mRS;\s are not dvtt~vtt~d with this prolw. and that other spots along thr over- 
r~xposrd diagonal c~orwspond to the late region m RNAs. 
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with the abundant nRNA were full-length protection of the HinfI DNA probe 
(Fig. 8(a)) and a 380-nucleotide band (Fig. 8(b)) with the LJdeI probe. The 380. 
nucleotide product is the shadow of the repeat unit in the leaders of late mRNA 
precursors. DNA products (the 245 and 235 nt bands in Fig. 8(a)), nRNA track. 
and the 63 to 73 nt bands in Fig. 8(b)) corresponding to the principal 5’ ends of 
mRNAs were detected with nRNA. but they were minor and enriched for the 
nt153 f 2 5’ end. The 205 nt band seen principally under conditions of nRNA excess 
(Fig. 8(b), track 3) with the DdeI probe, and the corresponding 405. nt band found 
w&h the HinfI probe (Fig. 8(a)) may result from S, cleavage at eight rU .dA pairs 
back from nt5268 to nt5275 (see Fig. 14) within continuous DNA-RNA hybrids 
(Hansen et al., 1981). 

Our interpretation of these nRNA results is based on the observation that, at late 
times of productive infection, the entire E-DNA strand of the viral genome is 
transcribed to yield giant tandemly repeated transcripts (Kamen et al.. 1971; 
Acheson & Mieville, 1978). From the ratio of cytoplasmic to nuclear RSA. we 
conclude that’ only a small fraction of this RNA is exported. We presume, but have 
not proved, that the original 5’ end is capped and that’ only the first copy of the 
early region, after cleavage and polyadenylation. matures to become mRNA. Tht> 
rest of the RNA must be retained in the nuclei for eventual degradation. perhaps 
through a series of endonucleolytic cleavages. Therefore, the RNA we det)ect iu 
nuclei could be predominantly these residual sequences rather than mRS,-\ 
precursors. The complex pattern of minor 5’ ends seen with nRSA, under this 
hypothesis. would be cleavage rather than start sites. To test this possibility. we 
recently examined the heterogeneous 5’ ends of tsa shift-up nRSA by direct RSA 
analysis. We found that only t’hose 5’ ends corresponding to the principal mRSA 
cap sit’es were capped (Cowie et al.. 1982. accompanying paper), 

We concluded in a previous report (Kamen et al., 19806) that the 5’ ends of viral 
mRNAs expressed in polyoma virus-transformed rodent cell lines mapped within 
viral sequences at approximately the same positions as the early region mRNXs 
synt’hesized during productive infection. This conclusion was confirmed by the 
high-resolution S, mapping data shown in Figure 9. All of the transformed rat or 
mouse cell lines examined had mRNAs with 5’ ends in the nucleotide 145 to 156 
region. In other experiments, not’ shown. we obtained the same results with mRS4 
from a set of rat cell lines transformed by recombinant plasmids containing all or 
part of the polyoma virus early region. This demonstrat’es that the polpoma virus 
early promoter functions in the integrated state. 

The analysis of viral nRNA in productively infected cells. described in the 
previous section, was complicated by the circularity of the viral genomr and the 
apparent absence of efficient transcriptional termination. Transformed cell lines, 
part,icularly those in which the structure of the integrated viral DNA is well- 
known, afford a simpler system with which t’o ask whether the mRXA 5’ termini 
correspond to those of nuclear precursors. We therefore used the S, nucleasr 
method to map t’he 5’ ends of nuclear viral RNA in a number of t’ransformed rat and 
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mouse cell lines. The results of the two experiments shown in Figure 10 
demonstrate, with one exception, that the predominant nRNA 5’ termini 
correspond to those of the principal mature mRNAs in the nt145 to ntl55 region. 

The exceptional instance was rat line BE-l, which yielded a pattern of S, 
products strikingly similar to that of nRNA from productively infected cells, as 
shown in the adjacent gel track (Fig. 10). The BE-l cell line contains two copies of 
the viral DNA fragment from BclI to EcoRI (nt5022 clockwise to nt1565, see Fig. 1) 
integrated in tandem (Novak et al., 1980). Each of these fragments includes a 
functional early region promoter (Treisman, 1981), but lacks the major viral early 
region polyadenylation site. Transcripts initiated at the first promoter would 
continue across the second promoter region. The second promoter region therefore 
is in a position topographically similar to the single promoter region present in a 
circular genome at late times of infection. The results obtained with line BE-l 
therefore support the hypothesis that the heterogeneous pattern of 5’ termini found 
with nuclear RNA from infected cells results from readthrough transcription rather 
than multiple initiation sites. 

(e) Early region mRIVL4s produced by viable deletion mutants 

A diagram relating the positions of the wild-type polyoma virus early mRKA 5’ 
ends to other features of the beginning of the early coding region and its 5’.flanking 
sequences is shown in Figure 11. The principal 5’ termini (nt145 to nt156) lie 
approximately 30 bases downstream from a TATA box, and about 90 bases from 
the limit of sequences known to be important for viral DXA replication (indicated 
as ORIGIN in Fig. 11). This limit was defined by a number of viable deletion 
mutants isolated in several laboratories (Bendig & Folk, 1979 : Griffin & Maddock. 
1979: Magnusson & Berg, 1979: Wells et al., 1979). which together define a “non 
essent’ial region” extending from after the high-affinity large T protein binding sit,e 
(Gaudray et al., 1981) to just before the translational initiation codon (Fig. 11). 
Surprisingly, this non-essential region includes the principal mRNA 5’ end sites and 
t,heir associated TATA box. It was therefore of considerable interest to map the 5’ 
ends of the mRNAs produced by several of t,he viable deletion mutants in order to 
assess the consequences of removing a sequence element strongly implicated as an 
important component of eukaryotic promoters (Breathnach & Chambon. 1981). 

FII:. 9. I’olyacr,vlamid~~ ( 12°,)/urra gvl fractionation of S,-rrsistant IjN.4 after hybridization of 
cytoplasmic polyadrnvlatrd RNA from various polyoma \,irus-transformed rat or IIIOUW orll lines to (.?‘- 
321’)-lalwlled IJdrl-I h-strand USA. Tracks 1 and 2. transformed ritt cell lines obtairwd from Y. Ito (lto 
& Spurr. 1980): track I, line tsA-RE-H3, 7.0 pg: track 2. line T1.41, 8.4 pg. Tracks 3 to 7. transformed 
rat and mouw lines obtained from M. Fried (Lania et cl.. 1980: Knmrn rt rrl.. 1980n.h): t,rack 3. rat 53. 
c‘Wpg. track 4. rat 81. 10crg: track 3. mcruse ts(‘-3T:S3. 10 Pg; track 6. mouse 3T3-WI-l, IO Pg. 
t,rack 7. mouse ts(‘-3T3-I. 8.4pg: track 8. mouse &A-31’3-1. 5 pg: track 0. mouse line I’!-6 (T. Benjamin. 
unpublished results: ser also &men it ~1.. 1974). Track I I. RN.4 from wild-typr vn-us-infect& 3Tti 
c-ells. 5 pg. Track 11. carrier RN.4 only. Tracks 51 are siztl markers as in Fig. 1. The lengths of principal 
S,-resistant DXA products arr indiratrd to the left of the autoradiogram. Thrs bands in tracks 3.5 and 6 
may not be clrarf); visible in the reproduwd photograph. hut wew rlrarly the same as thaw in the other 
tracks on thr ongmal tilm. 
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The t~hree rnubnts selected for study (Fig. 11) all lack the TATA box. Mutants 
dl 17 and dl 75 also lack the mRNA 5’ end site sequences. dl 17 and dl 2-19 grow 
nearly as well as wild-type virus, hut dl 75 is partially defective in early gene 
expression (Bendig it al.. 1980). In preliminary experiments. we examined the early 
region mRNAs ext)racted from mutant-infected mouse cells 30 hours post-infection 
by one and two-dimensional S, nuclease/agarose gel mapping. We found normally 
spliced mRNAs with all three muta,nts. The 5’ colinear segments of dl 17 aud dl 75 
early region mRNAs were approximately the same length as those of wild-type 
virus. Mutant, dl 2-I 9 produced highly heterogeneous 5’ colinear sequences. most of 
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FIN:. 11. Map of viable drletiou mutants nithill the 5’ Ranking sequences of the polyoma virus earl! 
region. Nucleot.idcs a.w numbered according to Swda rf crl. (1980). The maximal extrnt of contiguous 
arywnrrs essential for viral 1)X.4 replication. defined by rixblv delrtion mutants are indicated t)! 
Replication origin. Putative sequencr elements (SW 1)iscussion) comprising the early region promoter(s) 
are shown with boxes. Arrows shov t,he positions of principal mRSA4 5’ ends mapped in this paper. 
IMetions dl 75. dl 15 and dl P--l9 wre drscribrd by Btwdig rf <I/. (1980). The smaller d&tion (‘K was 
isolatthd by 51. Fried (personal communication) rind sqwncrd by onv of us (It. Kamrn. unput~lish~~d 
rwults). The nowwsvntial rrgiotl detint~i 1)~ thv vxtrnt of the viable deletions is indirxted. 

which were longer than normal. Mutants dl 17 and dl 2-19 synthesized normal 
levels of early region mRNAs, but dl 75 overproduced these molecules b-y about 
tenfold at late times during infection. 

The 5’ ends of the deletion mutant mRNAs were posit,ioned more accurat)ely 1)~ 
high-resolution S, gel mapping. The probes used were homologous single-stranded 
DNA fragments, labelled at the HinfI site (cf. Fig. 1). Results obtained with dl 17 
mRNA demonstrat’ed two principal 5’ t,ermini (Fig. 12(a), t,rack 1 : Fig. 12(b), 
tracks 1 and 2) at ntl64f2 and nt’58+2. These positions are just before and just 
after the deleted sequences (see t’he diagram in Fig. 12(b)). There were a multitude 
of other less prominent S,-resistant DNA products, indicative of a number of 
alternat,ive 5’ termini at the positions indicat,ed in Figure 1 l(b). The locations of t.hc 
principal dl 17 5’ termini and the occurrence of minor alternatives were confirmtd 

by primer extension analysis (Fig. 3. track 4). To ask whether any of these termini 
corresponded to those of minor species also present, among transcript’s of now 
deleted viral genomes. we annealed wild-type and tsa shift-up RNA preparations to 
the deletion mutant HinfI DNA probe. Because S, nuclease does not efficient’ly 
cleave the DNA strand of a DK.&RS-4 hybrid opposit,e a single-st.randed RSX 
loop, S, -resistant DNX products generat,ed with non-deleted RN.4 would have the 
same lengths as those produced by transcripts of the delet’ion mutant DXA with 5’ 
ends at the corresponding positions. Hybridization of wild-type mRS=2 t’o the dl 17 
DXA probe (Fig. 12(a). track 2) yielded, in addition to a very prominent product 
mapping the 3’ limit of the deletion (generated by mR,NAs n-it,h the principal 5’ 
ends at nt,l45 t,o nt.l,56 or other 5’ ends wit.hin the deleted sequences). a dist.ribution 
of minor ones consistent with the results presented in Figures 2 and 4. Comparison 
of the results obt)ained with dl 17 mRSX and wild-type mRSA4 (Fig. 12(a). tracks 1 
and 2: Fig. 12(b). t)racks 1. 2 and 6) indicated that only the principal dl 17 5’ 
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termini at nt5H k.2 and ntlB422 wertx highlg o\,t,I~-re~)reserlt~(~ in the mltt,aIlt 
mRNAs. All of the other dl 17 products align with wild-type eyuivnlrnt,s. The 
mutant mRN.4 a-as also moderately rnrichrd for twmini a,t approximately rltll. 

nt20 and nt300+1. (‘areful inspection of Figuw 12(a) (track 2) and Figuw 12(h) 
(tracks 3 and 6) revealed that the principal df 17 mRSAA 5’end at nW+P is pr~st~nt 
at a very low level in wild-type or tsa shift-up mRSA pwparations. Moreort~r,. 
RSX with 5’ rnds at this place is relat)irely abundant in t,sa shift-up nucalear R.K.4 
(Fig. 1 B(b). tracks 4 and 5). Products wrresponding t’o the dl I7 5’ cnti at nt 164 + 2 
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are also present as faint bands in control mRNA tracks, but these are difficult to see 
in the photographs because they lie just, below the very dark bands corresponding 
to the 3’ limit of the deletion. 

Similar analysis of dl 75 mRNA (Fig. 12(a), tracks 3 and 4) demonstrated 
principal 5’ termini mapping 3’ to the deletion at positions (f2 nucleotides) 173, 
179, 184 and 189. The primer extension result shown in Figure 3 (track 7) is 
consistent with this conclusion. Other 5’ ends found with the S, technique mapped 
5’ to t)he deletion at positions 74, 69 and 58. but these were relatively minor. In 
addition. all of the products corresponding to minor ones in tsa shiftup mRSA 
were somewhat over-represented (Fig. 12(a), tracks 3 and 4). The majority of the 
early region mRNA produced by dl 75 thus start within and after the protein 
synthesis initiation codon at positions 173 t,o 175 (cf. Fig. 11). This explains a 
paradox. Bendig et al. (1980) observed that dl 75 synthesized very reduced 
amounts of early proteins. However, we found that dl 75 over-produced early 
region mRNA by tenfold relative to the wild-type virus. We infer from t,he mapped 
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positions of the principal 5’ t,ermini of dl 75 early region ytoplasmic transvripts 
that the majorit’y of these “mRSAs” lack t,he init,iation codon and t’hus could not 
be normally translated. Therefore, normal levels of large ‘I’ protein are not attained. 
and early strand transcription is not repressed. 

Mutant dl 2-19 has a deletion beginning at the same point as that in dl 17. hut it 
retains nine more nucleotides of wild-type sequence (Fig. 1 I ) including some of the 
seyuences determining the principal 5’ ends of wild-type mRNAs. The data shown 
in Figure 13 imply that dl 2-19 mRSAs have very heterogeneous 5’ ends. including 
major species extending well into the lat,e region of the genome. A significant 
fraction of molecules had 5’ ends at, t,he nt IS+ 2 principal 5’ end site. The 5’ end at 
nt58f2, which is the major one in dl 17 mRKA. was minor, while the next most 
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CRGGCCTRGR RTGTTTCCRC CCARTCRTTR CTRTGRCARC RGCTGTTTTT TTTRGm 

GTCCGGRTCT TRCRARGGTG GGTTRGTART GRTRCTGTTG TCGRCRARRR RRATCRTRRT 

5235 5245 5255 5265 1 5275 5285 

P--F- 
KCRGRGGCC GGGGRCCCCT GGCCCGCTTR CTCTGGRGRR RRRGRRGRGR GGCRTTGTf& 

TCGTCTCCGG CCCCTGGGGR CCGGGCGRRT GRGRCCTCTT TTTCTTCTCT CCGTRRCRTC 

-5295 ORI ‘0 20 30 40 50 

-IL 

RGGCTTCCRG RGGCRRCTTG TCRRRRCRGG RCTGGCGCCT TGGRGGCGCT GTGGGGCCRC 
2T7z.zz 
TCCGRRGGTC TCCGTTGRRC RGTTTTCTCC TGRCCGCGGR RCCTCCGCGR CRCCCCGGTG 

60 70 ‘O 2” jtJrtn:i~fl 5’ ferminll’” 

CCRRRTTGRT RTRRTTRRGC CCCRRCCGCC TCTTSC TmCRGC CTCRCCRCCR 

GGTTTAACTR TRTTRRTTCG GGGTTGGCGG RGRRGGGCGG RGTRRRGTCG GRGTGGTGGT ~ ___ 
120 130 140 150 160 170 

2’15 

TCRTGGRTRG RGTTCTGRGC RGRGCTGRCR RRGRRRGGCT GCTRGRACTT CTRRRRCTTC - 
RGTRCCTRTC TCRRGRCTCG TCTCGRCTGT TTCTTTCCGR CGRTCTTGRR GRTTTTGRRG 

180 190 200 210 220 230 

CCRGRCRRCT RTGGGGGGRT TTTGGRRGRR TGCRGCRGGC RTRTRRGCAG CRGTCRCTGC 

GGTCTGTTGR TRCCCCCCTR RRRCCTTCTT RCGTCGTCCG TATRTTCGTC GTCRGTGRCG 

240 250 260 270 280 290 

A?- 
TRCTGCRCCC RGRCRRRGGT GGRRGCCRTG CCTTRATGCR 

RTGRCGTGGG TCTGTTTCCR CCTTCGGTRC GGRRTTRCGT 

300 310 370 330 

FIG:. 14. The early promot)er region of polyoma virus DNA. The portion of the strain A2 genomic DNA 
sequence (Soeda rt al.. 1980) extending from just before the replication origin into the beginning of the 
earlv portion coding region is shown. The upper strand has t,he 5’ t,o 3’ polarity of early region mRS.4s. 
l’ositions of A’ termini mapped in this paper are shown with arrows above the DNA sequence. with error 
margins of +2 bp. The principal termini. localized by S, mapping (Fig. 4) to ntl47 +2 and ntl54k2 are 
shown with larger arrows. Minor 5’ trrmini are indicated by smaller arrows. The data for the minor 5’ 
termini upstream of the principal cap sites (at positions 5230. 5265. 5260. 527.5. 5280, 14. 20. 38 and 59) 
are in Figs Y(b) (track 1). 4 (tracks I to 4). 6 (tracks 6 t,o IO). I I (a) (tracks 2 and 4). 1 l(b) (tracks 3 to 5). 
Only the most prominent of the minor 5’ ends located downstream of the principal sites. at nt300+2. is 
included in the Figure. It was clearly detected by both S, gel mapping (see. for example. Fig. %(I))) and 
by primer extension (Fig. 3. track 8) and. moreover, \vas re~ativrly enriched among mRNAs of the 
viable deletion mutants (Fig. 1 I(a). tracks I and 3). Other faint S,-resistant I)SA products smaller than 
t,he principal ones (detected. for example. in Fig. 2(b)) could represent RSA nicking or internal S, 
cleavage and have therefore not, heen considered signiticant at this time. Several DNA sequences of 
interest are delineated. There are 3 TATA box-like sequences (underlined). at nt5278 to nt6284. at ntl%O 

to ntl29. and at nt270 to nt,27X. The 3 sequences ending with (‘-A-ATCy boxes discussed in the text and 

-4 
compared in Fig. I,?. are delineated with overlining. Repeats of the sequence 5’T(:-A-(Lt~-C 3’ aw 

indicated hy double underlining beknv the appropriate I)SA st,rand. Two of the three A-(: -A-(:-(: -(‘ 
repeats between nt3X and nt64 are required for large T protein binding to the viral 1)X4 and thus ma? 
constit)ute a high-affinity binding site for this molecule (Gaudray rt nl., 1981). The possible signiticanw 
of the related but inverted R-fold repeat from ntlB4 to nt138 is discussed in the text. The approximate 
limits of contiguous sequence required for viral I)NA replication. detined by viable deletion mutants 
(Herrdig & Folk. 1979: Hendig rt ~1.. 1980: Magnusson 6 Berg. 1979: (iriftin & Maddock. 1979: Tyndall 
rt nl.. 1981 ; (:. Magnosson. personal communication), are indicat,ed by ORI. The translational initiation 
codon (posit,ions 173 to 17.5) is underlined. Hyphens have been omitted for clarity. 
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abundant. dl 17 mKX.4 5’ end (that at nt164+2) was ttot found. Other St-resistant 
DNA product,s generated with dl 2-19 mRN.4 map t.hr 5’ ends at positions tiX. 20. 
14. 5280, 5275 a,nd 5230 also present in wild-type early region mRSr2s at lo\v Ir\els 
(see Fig. 14). From analyses like those shown in Figure 5. we deduced t,hwt the> 
specific products mapping apparent early rnRN*A 5’ ends at approximat8el> 
positions 5180, 5170. 5150 and 5125 (Fig, 13) arc’ KS& lCS:i annealing shadows 
representing the heterogeneous A’ ends of late region I,-l)XAA strand transcript,s: 
their existence proved only that 5’ tertnini of many early region tnliN.;,-\s in dl 2 IO- 
infected cells overlap those of the late rrgion tnRSAs. 

The three deletion mutants discussed above wtbrc derived from the A3 strain (11’ 
polyoma virus. This strain lacks nucleotidrs 44 to 54 of the A2 strain (Soeda P/ c/l.. 
1980). which is our standard wild-type virus and the parent of cottdit.ional tnutant 
t,sa. To demonstrat,e t,hat the observed differences between wih-type or tsa carI> 
region mKT\‘Xs and those of the deletion mutants art not influenced lty this 
additional delet,ion. we have also characterized the tnKS;\s produced by strain X3 
viable mutant, CR (Fig. 11). This is an A3 virus with a small additional dt~letiott 
that remoras nuclrotides 8A t’o 97. The 5’ cuds of (‘1~ mrsscygers UY’IY 
indistinguishable from those of wilti-type A2 viruses (data not sho\~n). 

4. Discussion 
This is t.he first of a series of papers in which MY characterize t.hc poIyoma virus 

early region transcript.ional promot.er by st,udying its funct,iotr. both %rr POW and 
i/r tqitro, in the wild-type &ate and after genetic manipulation. The primary goal of 
the experiments reported here was to tnap accurately the 5’ trrmini of transcripts 
synthesized under a variety of conditions during the productive infec%ion of 
permissive cells and in virally transformed cell lines. This informat)ion was essential 
for the interpretation of subsequent rxprrimettts to identify T)SA squcn~ 
elements responsible for the specification of transcription and it,s regulation by the 
large T protein (Tyndall et al.. 1981 : de Villiers Cy Schaffner. 1981 : Gaudray et (lb.. 
1981 : Jat et al.. 1982: I’. .Jat, I’. Novak. A. (‘owic. (‘. Tyttdall B R. Kanten. 
unpublished results). The results arc of further pract’ical utility in the constructiott 
of vectors using potyoma virus sequences to protnot.c t,he expression of ot.hcr 
rukaryotic genes. 

Previous characterizat,ion of the 5’ termitti of polyoma virus late region 
transcripts and of those of SY40 late and early region mRSAs ((:hosh it r/l.. 
1978u.6, 198Oa,6: Lai rt ~11.. 197X: Reddy et nl.. 1978.1979: (‘anaani ct (xl.. 1979: 
Flavell et al.. 1979.1980: Haegeman & Piers. 197H.1980: Kaharm rf al.. 1981 : 
Treisman, 1980) established the prrcedcnt,s for hctth macro- and micro- 
h&erogeneity. We were therefore not surprised hy t,hc rather complex results 
obtained. which are summarized in Figure 14. The main conclusions, discussed 
separately below, are (I ) t’he principal 5’ trrmini of early region m KXAs occur at 
several alternative positions bet’ween nt145 and nt 15B in the DNA seyuence. WC 
show elsewhere ((‘owie et al., 1982, accompanying paper) that) these 5’ rnds are 
capped. The principal cap sites are preceded hy a. TA’I’X-like seyu~nc~. (2) 
Relatively minor 5’ termini at nt3oOt2 arc prt’sent in all RXA preparations. .A 
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TATA-related sequence also precedes this position, but the putative termini would 
occur wit’hin the early protein coding sequence. (3) Other minor 5’ termini at several 
points between nt5230 and nt5260 were localized by the S, mapping procedure. 
These are particularly abundant in many preparations of RNA extracted from 
productively infected cells at late times during infection, when functional large T 
protein is present. The nti23&5260 region of the genome includes a third TATA- 
like sequence as well as the origin of viral DNA replication. Analysis of capped 5’- 
terminal T, oligonucleotides (Cowie et al., 1982, accompanying paper) detected a 

minor cap site at ntl6, which agrees with the position of the minor 5’ end at nt14+2 
deduced from S1 mapping. This 5’ end occurs 31 bp downstream from the TATA- 
box (Fig. 14) and is located at a position analogous to that of the SV40 major early 
region cap sites (Ghosh & Lebowitz, 1981). (4) Homologous sequences, including a 

CT 
(‘AATC box, occur 40 to 66 bp before each of the three TATA boxes. (5) Viable 

deletion mutants lacking the sequences determining the principal 5’ termini and thr 
preceding TATA sequence synthesize mRNAs with slightly or highl) 
heterogeneous termini. Each mutant produces a different characteristic set of 
termini, which in all cases correspond to very minor 5’ ends detectable among 
transcripts of wild-type viral DNA. 

(a) The principal 5’ b-mini of polyowm vims parly rrgiorz tranmcripta 

Results of S, nuclease and primer extension measurements suggested that, the 
principal 5’ termini of mRNAs synthesized during productive infection occur at 
multiple positions bet,ween nt’l45 and nt156 in the genomic DN,4 sequence. within a 
region that is 23 to 36 bp after a TATA box-like element (Fig. 13). 8, mapping 
data. such as shown in Figure 4 (track 3), suggested that there were a minimum of 
two 5’ ends. at nt147 +2 and at, nt154+% (Fig. 14). This conclusion also pertained 
to mRNAs and nuclear RNAs present in a variety of virally transformed cell lines 
(Figs 9 and 10). The present data, however, do not allow t’he exact assignment of 
terminal nucleotides or demonst’rat’e that these termini are caapped. We have 
directly analysed the terminal T, oligonucleotides of chemically decapped and (5’. 
321’)-labelled tsa shift-up mRNAs. These experiments are described in the 
accompanying paper, but the conclusions inferred are germain t,o the present 
discussion and will therefore be summarized briefly here. We found that t’he cap 
sites correspond to the A residue at nt153. the tT residue at ntl51, the C residue at 
nt,l50, and to the G residue at nt148 (see Fig. 13). The two pyrimidine cap sit’es 
were relatively minor. We also observed, however. that a significant’ proportion of 
the mR?u’As had capped 5’ ends apparently formed by the “back-slippage” of 
oligonucleotide primers corresponding to different lengths of the sequence from the 
=\ residue at nt153 to the I’ residue corresponding to nt156. We further found that 
early region transcripts init,iatrd in the HeLa cell system irt ~vlro (Manley rt nl.. 
1980). which faithfully transcribes the polyoma virus early promoter (Jat d nl.. 
1982). had a very similar dist,ribution of capped 5’ termini. including those 
produced by back-slippage during RNA chain initiation. In t’he syst’em ill d-o. t,he 
relative proportions of caaps at different nucleotides from 148 to 153 could be 
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manipulated by varying nucleoside triphosphate concentrations. This established 
both that the cap sites correspond to initiation sites, and that. the bias in favour of 
the A cap at nt1.53 observed in ~ivo is more probably a reflection of nuclear 
triphosphate levels than an inherent specificity of RNA polymerase 11. 

Comparison of the principal 5’ ends of early region mRXAs synthesized at late 
times during infection in the presence or absence of functional large T protein. 
which is known to regulate early gene expression ((logen. 1978; Kamen it (II.. 
1980a,b). demonstrated significant differences in t’he distribution of t,ermini within 
the nt148 to nt,l53 region (Figs 2 and 4). In particular. only the mRN.4 
overproduced after inactivation of the large T protein had large relative amounts of 
the S, product) corresponding to the G t,erminus at nt148 (see Fig. 4. tracks 3 and 
8). Further experiments are required t,o determine the mechanistic basis of t,his 
phenomenon. 

(b) .4/ternativP minor 5’ term&i within thr coding regiorl 

In all S, nuclease or primer extension analyses of RNA from infected cells, we 
detected a minor 5’ end located at nt300 +2 (Fig. 14). Since this was found with 
both techniques, it is probably not a methodological artifact. This conclusion is 
strengthened by t)he observat’ions t)hat (1) the minor 5’ fand o(~curs at the samcl 
relative level among transcripts produced in vitro (,Jat rl 01.. 1982). (2) The 
terminus at nt300 & 2 is much less abundant in nuclear RNA ( Fig. 7, nRNA tracks). 
showing that it is not a result of S, nuclease “cut-t)hrough” or reverse transcript)ase 
stops. (3) Certain deletion mutations that virtually abolish initiation at the 
principal cap sites in Gtro still yield normal levels of t,his minor 5’ end (P. Jat rf al.. 
unpublished results). (4) A TATA box sequence (V-&T-A-T-A-A; cf. Fig. 13) 
occurs about] 30 bp 5’ to position 300 (Fig. 14). We infer that t,his 5’ end indicates a 
second early region initiation site. This, howevrr, would lie some 125 bp within the 
early region coding sequences. Its physiological significance is unknown. 

Our initial comparisons of early region mRNAs synthesized under different 
conditions at, late times during infection (see, for c>xample. Figs 6 and i) suggested 
that the occurrence of longer messengers with 5’ ends between nt5230 and nt52f.N 
(the replication origin region. as illustrated in Figs 11 and 14) was negativeI> 
correlated with the presence of functional large T prot.cin. This implied the 
intriguing possibility that large T protein repression shifted transcription from t’hr 
principal to a minor upstream promoter region. Similar conclusions have been 
reported with the related virus SV40 (Ghosh olr Lebowitz, 1981). As we now ha,vca 
major reservations concerning this interpretation of the data, it is important) to 
take this opportunity to discuss t’he situation in d&ail. 

We first compare t,hr polyoma virus early promoter’ region wit,h that of SV40. 
The polyoma virus principal cap sites alp some 150 bp r‘emot,e from the replica.tion 
origin (Figs 11 and 14) wit,hin a region not, homologous t.o any sequences found in 
SV40 DISA. The H-40 principal cap sites (Ghosh & Lcbowitz. 1981), by contrast. 
are very near t,he highly conserved papovavirus origin region, which contains a 
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TATA box-like element (nt.5278 to nt5283 in polyoma virus DNA, see Fig. 14). The 
SV40 principal cap sites are about 30 bp after the counterpart of this element in 
SV40 DNA. Two of the minor polyoma virus upstream 5’ termini indicated in 
Figure 14. at nt14f2 and at nt20f2 (see Fig. 2(b). track 3: Fig. 12(a), tracks 2 
and 4: Fig. 12(b), track 3; for data supporting these assignments). are at positions 
in the polyoma sequence analogous to the SV40 principal cap sites. The 5’ end at 
nt 14+2 has been correlated with a very minor capped 5’ end at the G residue 
corresponding to ntl6 (see Fig. 14) found by analysis of terminal T, 
oligonucleotides (Cowie et al., 1982). We infer that the origin region of pol,voma 
virus DNA retains some of the promoter function of the homologous sequences in 
SV40 DNA. but that this polyoma promoter is very inefficient. Of the other minor 
5’ termini indicated by S, nuclease analysis. those at, about’ nt.5275 and nt5280 
(Fig. 14 for relevant data: see, for example. Fig. 12(b)) probably represent the 
cleavage of a highly U-rich region within continuous hybrid. A similar phenomenon 
has been reported with SV40 (Hansen et al., 1981). This demonstrates only that 
some RNA molecules extend to positions beyond nt.5275. The minor 5’ termini at 
nt5260 and nt5230 in the polyoma sequence (Fig. 14, cf. Fig. 12(b), track 6) ma\ 
cxorrespond to the upstream termini identified in SV40 by Ghosh 8 Lebowitz (1981). 
but, we have no evidence that they are indeed cap sites. \Z’e have. however. 
excluded the possibilit)y that these polyoma virus 5’ termini are artifactually 
produced by RNA-RNA self-annealing (see Fig. 5). We know furt’her that polyoma 
virus mRNA preparations that contain relatively large amounts of longer species 
include molecules with 5’ ends extending beyond nt,5230. These are not indicated in 
Figure 14, because RNA-RNA annealing prevent)ed the mapping of their 5’ termini 
by t,he S, or primer extension techniques. 

The following observations caution against t,he interpretation that large T 
protein repression causes a shift towards an upstream promoter: (1) t,he recovery of 
polyadenylated cptoplasmic mRNAs with the longer 5’ regions was variable among 
many RSA preparations: (2) nuclear viral RNA. at’ late times during infection. 
caomprised giant species produced by continuous t)ranscript’ion around the circular 
penome. These molecules had very heterogeneous 5’ termini. many of which 
correlated with the 5’ ends of the longer “cyt,oplasmic” mRSAs. There was far 
more nuclear than cytoplasmic RNA at such late times. making contamination a 
major problem. Only those 5’ ends of nuclear RNA corresponding to the principal 
cap sites were indeed capped (Cowie et al.. 1982. accompanying paper). M’e 
therefore suspect t,hat the other termini are processing rat’her than initiation sites. 
(3) Early region transcripts with 5’ ends upstream of t,he principal cap sites are 
uncommon among the various transformed cell lines studied (cf. Figs 9 and 10). One 
cell line, however. produced nR,NA molecules wit’h heterogeneous 5’ termini 
essentially identical to those present at late times during productive infection 
(Fig. 10. track BE-l). This cell line (BE-l : Novak rf nl.. 1980) contains two 
fragments of viral DNA (extending from about nt5022 clockwise to ntl560: see 
Fig. 1) integrated in tandem; transcripts initiated at the first promoter region 
would readthrough the second promoter. Moreover. although BE-l cells produce 
transcripts with the longer 5’ termini. they do not synthesize functional large T 
prot,ein. 
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These observat,ions. taken toget,her. suggest that the produ&on of “mRSrZs” 
with longer 6’ regions at l&e t,irnes during infect.ion results from inefficient 
termination. transcription around the c*iwular genome. and the subseclurnt 
cleavage of the giant transcripts at a multitude of points. some of which are in the 
origin region. Whether such cleavage product,s can serve as mKNAs if cxport.ed to 
the qtoplasm is not known. Fenton & Basilic0 (personal c~ommunic:ation) have 
found that longer early region spwies can be det,wt,ed on gels fravt iomt ing 

evtoplasmic RNA extracted from wlls at, lat)e times during inftxetion. They also 
noted that there is an open codon reading frame (from ut;‘,2Z to nt122) availa.ble in 
such moletwles, which could encode an additional viral gene produet. Se\-eraI viable 
delet,ion mutants exist that interrupt t,his potcntid coding region. ho\rwer. and 
therefore the putat,ive protein cannot be essential. 

We have ident,ified three regions of polyoma virus 1)NA that are likely to include 
early mKIL’A cap sites (Fig, 14): the “SV10-like” region from nt16 to ntl0, t’tic 
principal cap site region from ntl4X t,o ntl;i3, and the further minor .‘,’ end at 
nt300fZ. Each of these follows a sequence rela~ted to the TATA consensus by the 
usua,l distance. X second conserved sequence element. known as the (Y ‘AA’I’ box 
(Efstratiadis ~1 ~1.. 1980: Betmist, cut nl.. I%%): (‘orden v’f (11.. l!HO: Breat,hnacbh R 
(Ihambon. 19X1), has been found in most but not. all eukaryotic IZSA polI1 genes. 
usually about B;i to X0 bp upstream of the cap sit,e. Delet~ion of this sequene~~ 
reduces globin gene expression ir/ c~iw (1)ierks r~f nl.. 1981 : Mellon cut al.. 1981). and 
it. is ineluded within a region required for llrrpvs xittt~~lrx virus t,hymidine kinasr 
gene expression (McKnight et nl., 1981). The three polyoma TATA boxes a,rr 

preceded by homologous sequences ending with (‘r\x 
(‘T 
T(“ 

which are located 40 to 

66 bp upstream of the TATA boxes or 70 to 96 bp upstream of the cap sites 
(Fig. 11). As illustrated in Figure 15, t)here is also cvnser‘vat,ion of sequence just 5’ to 
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the three (:$A$ boxes. The functional significance of these homology regions is 
/ 

under investigation. 

(e) The expression of viable deletion mutants 

The principal early region cap sites and their TATA box are within a region 
defined as non-essential for early gene expression by a number of viable delet’ion 
mutants (Bendig & Folk, 1979: Bendig et al., 1980: Magnusson & Berg, 1979). This 
is perhaps not surprising, since it is now known that the removal of such elements 
from several different cellular and viral genes does not abolish transcription in viva 
(Grosschedl 8: Birnstiel, 1980b; Benoist B Chambon, 1981: McKnight et al., 1981). 
Mapping of the 5’ ends of early region mRNAs produced by three of the polyoma 
viable deletion mutants (dl 75, dl 17, dl2-19; Bendig et al., 1980) showed that each 
mutant synthesized messengers with a particular set of slightly (dl 75 and dl 17) or 
highly heterogeneous (dl 2-19) 5’ termini. These termini, in all instances. 
corresponded to the overproduction of very minor alternative 5’ ends also present 
among transcripts of wild-type DNA. Mutant dl 2-19 retains the DNA sequence 
corresponding to the A cap site at nt153. This site continued to function without 
the TL4TL4 box, but became one of a great number of alternative possibilities. L4~ 
the polyoma virus early promoter is negatively regulated by one of its gene 
products, it is difficult to assess from the present) data whether the deletions reduce 
inherent, promoter efficiency. Results of transient expression assays, in which 
plasmids containing one of the mutants studied here (dl 75) as well as a number of 
furt’her mutants (Tyndall et al., 1981) were transfected into non-permissive HeLa 
cells, strongly suggest, however. that the efficiency of the early promot,er is not 
substant,ially reduced by removal of the TATA element. Our results are thus in 
agreement’ with the view (Grosschedl8: Birnstiel, 19806: Benoist & Chambon. 1981 : 
McKnight et al.. 1981) that, sequence elements other than the TATA box are 
important in the quantitat,ive t’ranscription control of a certain region, whereas the 
TATS element serves to specify particular initiation sites from among several 
alternatives. The localization of the other control elements of the polyoma earl) 
promoter is the subject of a separate publication (Tyndall et al.. 1981). 

(f) Spcculatior~s cm largr T protriu autorrgulation 

The regulation of SV40 early gene expression by its large T protein is relative]) 
well understood. There are three binding sites for this protein across the SV40 
origin region (Tjian. 1978.1979). These span the major SV40 early region cap sites 
and the TATA box that) precedes them. Addition of purified SV40 large T prot)ein 
(or the similar D2 hybrid protein) to transcription systems in I&O specifically 
represses initiation of SV40 early region transcription (Rio et al., 1980: Myers et ~1.. 

1981 : Hansen et nl.; 1981). Equivalent, experiments are not yet possible with 
polyoma virus because its large T protein has not been purified. Gaudray Pt al. 

(1981). however, recent’ly localized a high-affinit’y binding site for polyoma virus 
large T on the viral DXA. This site comprises t’n-o copies of the B-G-A-G-G-(’ 
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sequence that is repeated three times between nt38 and nt64 in the strain A2 DNA 
sequence (see Fig. 14). As the principal polyoma virus cap sites mapped in t,his 
paper are some 90 bp distant, from the high-affinity large T protein binding site. it 
seems likely that the mechanism of autoregulation will differ from t,hat of SV40. We 
note in Figure 14 that the sequence T-(;-A-C-(:-(‘(N,)T-(:-A-C;1-(:-(’(S,-~; 
G-C, which is strikingly homologous to the high-affinity binding sit’e except, for ‘I‘ to 
A transversions at the beginning of the first two A-G-A-(:-(:-(’ repeats, O~YYII’S 
across the principal cap site region (nt164 to ntl3X). H owever. the seyuence is in the 
inverted orientation (Fig. 14). It, will obviously be of considerable int,erest to 
determine whether polyoma large T protein represses transcription by binding to 
this inverted imperfect duplication of the high-aflinit,y binding site. 

We thank MIX A Symons. Miss P. Morpan and Miss (:. \‘iangou for their assistarm in thrs 
pw~)aratiott of this manuscript. 

,\‘ot~ nddrd i/c proof: Rrccnt experiments done in our laboratory (tl. (bn-its. I:. (‘haudry 
S. Dihvvorth. S. Lupton & R. Kamen. unpublished ol)sc,rvations) and hi others (A. Scheller 8 
(‘. I’rives. personal communication) hare wnfirmed the existence of the Jwedicted second 
independent binding site for the large T protein in polyoma virus I)KLA. 
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